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1.

Pictured below is a sequence of patterns, made of circles and squares.

Fattern 2 Fattern 3
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Fattern 1

(a) Draw Pattern 4.

(b) How many circles are there in Pattern 12?
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(c) Victor says "Pattern 2\ has an odd number of circles".

Is he right? Explain your ansurer.
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4o.
Wes is going to invest S2,000 into a savings account with 3% compound interest per
annum.

How much money will Wes have in his account after 5 years?
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4.
Will is shopping for a printer.
He sees two adverts from two different stores seLling the same printer.

Print Perfect

Printers S115

+ 20olo VAT

Which shop sells the printer the cheapest?
Show all your working.

Tech Giant

Printers fl155

Sale: 15% discount
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5.
Yasmin is planning to put turf in her garden.
Belovr is a diagram of her garden.
She wants to cover the shaded region of the diagram with turf.
Turf costs S1.60 per m2.

{a) Yasmin has a budget of S110. Has she budgeted enough?
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(b) Yasmin also wants to put fence around the whole garden.
She has 42 metres of fence.
Does she have enough fence?
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